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Abstract 
Virtually Connecting (VC) is a connected learning volunteer movement that enlivens virtual 
conference experiences by partnering those that are at the conference with virtual participants 
that cannot attend. In looking to articulate the ethos and intentions of VC, a manifesto was 
developed by a group of core members and presented at the Digital Learning Research Network 
in 2015. This paper connects the group’s ethos, as defined in this manifesto, to various learning 
theories including Connectivism, connected learning, and the practice of online communities. 
The paper reports on both quantitative and qualitative results from a survey sent to members of 
the community over February and March of 2016, as well as some information obtained from 
blogs and other forms of social media, and ties these results to the manifesto items. This 
alignment of theory and participant feedback shows continuity between the stated ethos of the 
community and the impressions of those living the volunteer experience. 
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Introduction 
Academic conferences serve as hubs of information-temporary in time and space-for 

sharing research findings, case studies, best practices, and possible next steps through the 
conference sessions led by experts in the field. Informal conversations that occur outside of the 
scheduled organized sessions are an essential yet overlooked knowledge-sharing aspect of 
conferences. Because of their social nature, these interactions create and disseminate knowledge 
in a different way than what occurs inside the scheduled sessions. Through conversations, these 
interactions create a narrative that spreads knowledge through the development of social and 
topical connections. Though often thought of as an implicit benefit to the physical conference 
experience, these informal networking and learning opportunities of career academics are seldom 
studied or engaged with from a research perspective. A paper from McIntyre,  Millar,  and 
Thomas (2007) recognized the importance of networking at conferences and suggested 
increasing opportunities for networking via offering social opportunities for participants to 
engage, but this very brief and did not study the phenomenon. Physical attendance at conferences 
is inherently biased, as there are many who cannot attend due to barriers and restrictions of time, 
money, family, geography, and other commitments. There have recently been some attempts to 
provide access to those who cannot attend the organized sessions such as through video 
streaming and moderators taking questions from virtual participants. However, there have been 
very few, if any, attempts to bring these informal social-learning interactions to those that cannot 
attend the conference. Twitter has become a very small way of doing so, but there have been 
few attempts to study those endeavors (Djuricich & Zee-Cheng, 2015; Shiffmann, 2012). 

Virtually Connecting (VC) was created to engage individuals and groups in virtual 
participation at academic conferences thus widening access for those who cannot be physically 
present. VC is a grassroots-connected and Connectivist learning movement powered by a team of 
volunteers. It is designed to be open and free to all who wish to participate. Using emerging 
technologies, VC connects onsite conference presenters and attendees with virtual participants in 
small groups using online video conferencing tools, typically Hangouts on Air (Google Inc., 
Mountain CA). As a result, we refer to VC sessions as hangouts. VC therefore allows virtual 
conference participants to meet and talk with conference presenters and attendees in what often 
feels like spontaneous hallway conversations. There is room for ten connected devices in each 
virtual conversation - the limitation of Google hangouts on air. Each connected device could 
have more than one person sharing a camera/speaker/mic. Sessions are recorded and 
livestreamed whenever possible to allow additional virtual attendees to participate in the 
discussion by listening and asking questions via Twitter. 

In this paper, we will explore the VC connected learning movement, which focuses on 
increasing access to these informal conversations by participants who otherwise would be unable 
to contribute to the collective discussion in this way. We will share results from a recent survey 
of VC affiliates and align them with the movement’s core values as stated in the manifesto (n.d., 
Virtually Connecting). The manifesto was unpublished at the time of conducting the survey but 
had been presented at the Digital Learning Research Network conference (dLRN15) in October, 
2015. 
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Literature Review 
 

In defining VC as a connected learning movement, we aligned VC’s ethos with the 
learning theories of Connected learning (Ito et al., 2013) and Connectivism (Siemens, 2004). 
Additionally, we aligned  VC’s practice with that of Rheingold’s (2012) analysis of virtual 
communities. VC was not founded with these theories or practices specifically in mind, and it is 
this alignment which highlights the novelty of this research. In this short literature review, we 
will give an overview of these theories and practices. 

 
Both Connectivism and Connected Learning theories focus on a variety of shifts 

happening around modern approaches to learning that are precipitated by changes in modern 
technologies and challenge traditional learning theories. Connected Learning creates a 
framework for learning with a focus on equal opportunities to participate through social 
connections and interest-powered engagement (Connected Learning Alliance, undated). 

 
Connectivism draws from several other theories including Chaos, Network, Self- 

organization, and Complexity theories. It focuses on the acquisition of knowledge in shifting and 
uncertain environments through networks synthesized by individuals. This is then fed into 
organizations and institutions, ultimately cycling back through network connections and 
continuing to nourish the individual learner. There are eight principles of Connectivism as laid 
out by Siemens (2004): 

 

● Learning and knowledge rest in diversity of opinions. 
● Learning is a process of connecting specialized nodes or information sources. 
● Learning may reside in non-human appliances. 
● The capacity to know more is more critical than what is currently known. 
● Nurturing and maintaining connections is needed to facilitate continual learning. 
● The Ability to see connections between fields, ideas, and concepts is a core skill. 
● Currency  (accurate,  up-to-date  knowledge)  is  the  intent  of  all  Connectivist  learning 

activities. 
● Decision-making is itself a learning process. Choosing what to learn and the meaning of 

incoming information is seen through the lens of a shifting reality. While there is a right 
answer now, it may be wrong tomorrow due to alterations in the information climate 
affecting the decision. 

 
Rheingold (1993; 2012) provided several insights into the practices of  virtual 

communities through decades of lived experience participating, learning, and socializing inside 
of them. Through analysis of his experiences on the Whole Earth 'Lectronic Link (WELL), 
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) channels, mailing lists, and many other online communities, 
Rheingold (1993; 2012) gave a historical vision of the way that social networks have grown to be 
more than just conduits for information but also pathways to human relationships. 
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Methodology 
VC continuously receives informal participant feedback during events through Twitter 

and from participant blogs. To complement the informal feedback, we initiated a survey of the 
pilot project titled #et4buddy (Bali & Hogue, 2015). Since the initial pilot project, which started 
with two participants (Maha and Rebecca), VC has evolved into a connected learning movement 
with over 50 event facilitators and over 200 active participants. In February and March 2016, we 
launched a second survey to evaluate the current state of VC which can be viewed at 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/VirtuallyConnecting. The survey targeted individuals who 
participated in VC as volunteers, guests, or conference organizers. The number of volunteers 
continues to grow - many people who start out as onsite or virtual guests later decide to become 
volunteers. The dynamics of our volunteers are addressed in more detail later in the discussion 
on volunteerism. The two-person team has evolved into a growing number of volunteers across 
global time zones. Many are active throughout the year, while others are active only for 
particular events because of personal interests or time zone restrictions. 

 
This article looks at VC from two lenses while linking it to various educational learning 

theories: 
1. The lens of our manifesto as presented at dLRN15. This was developed by a small group 

of us just ahead of dLRN15 as we struggled to make explicit our ethos and intentions 
while responding to criticism. 

2. The lens of feedback from others who have participated in the VC movement, collected 
via survey feedback and from blogs and social media. The survey was sent out to anyone 
who had ever participated in VC in some form. Participants chose between being quoted 
by name and remaining anonymous, which is why not all respondent names are identified 
in the study results. We received 56 responses out of the 230 people we emailed. 

 
As such, this article attempts to compare the theory and practice of VC. Our research questions 
are: 

1. Do those who take part in VC perceive (as evidenced by the survey and elsewhere) its 
practice to be congruent with the intended ethos as expressed in our manifesto? 

2. If VC is a form of hybrid networked/connected learning applied to conferences, how does 
the ethos of VC intersect with Connectivist, connected learning theory, and the practices 
of online learning communities? 

 
The lines of participation and connection are blurred between who is ‘in’ and ‘out’ of this 

connected learning movement. There are those who join VC as ‘guests’, whether onsite or 
virtually, and there are those we call ‘buddies’--onsite and virtual--who play active roles in 
organizing the sessions before, during and after they take place. The reason the lines are fuzzy 
and fluid is that very often, someone who participates as a guest in a few sessions will volunteer 
to become a buddy engaging in the backchannel organizational work. For example, when we 
conducted the survey, the organizational backchannel had approximately 50 team members; at 
the time of writing this essay, only a few months later, it has 69 members. In addition, there are 
some academic conference organizers who support VC as partners for their event but are not 
officially part of the VC team. All of these people received email invitations to respond to the 
2016 survey. Unless otherwise stated, quotes in the following section are taken from the survey. 
Occasionally, we quote from blogs about VC and credit the authors. 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/VirtuallyConnecting
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Results and Discussion 
We begin by sharing survey demographic data (see Figure 1) and then follow with results 

sorted by relevance to each of our manifesto items (Virtually Connecting, undated), and finally 
we conclude with overall impression of the VC experience. Of the respondents, 67.1% (n=37) 
indicated that they have watched a VC live or a recorded hangout, 48.2% (n=27) indicated that 
they participated as onsite guests, 51.8% (n=29) indicated that they have participated as virtual 
guests, 17.9% (n=10) indicated they were a conference organizer who has worked with VC, 
30.4% (n=17) indicated they were a virtual buddy, 25% (n=14) indicated they were on onsite 
buddy, and 16.1% (n=9) indicated that they were “Other buddy (e.g. tweeting, blogging)”. 

 

 
Figure 1. Response to question 2: “I have participated in Virtually Connecting in each of the 
following ways (select all that apply). 

 
 
Manifesto Item 1: Improve virtual experience 

We are motivated by a desire to improve the virtual conference experience for those 
who cannot be present at conferences for financial, logistical, social or health reasons. 
This often includes unaffiliated scholars, graduate students, adjuncts, moms of young 
kids, and people from developing countries or countries far away from where most 
academic conferences are held. 

 
There is much to be learned by reflecting on Rheingold (1993; 2012) and Ito et al. (2013) 

in relation to manifesto item number 1. This manifesto item is rooted in the relationship and 
power dynamics between those that are physically present in a space and those that are 
physically separated from one another but connected through technological means. In his book 
Virtual Communities: Homesteading in the Electronic Frontier, Rheingold (1993) reflects on 
how his lived experience participating in the online community the WELL was enhanced by 
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physical encounters and mentions how those that lived outside of a specific physical location 
were limited in participation: 

 
The WELL felt like an authentic community to me from the start because it was 
grounded in my everyday physical world. WELLites who don't live within driving 
distance of the San Francisco Bay area are constrained in their ability to participate in the 
local networks of face-to-face acquaintances… I can't count the parties and outings where 
the invisible personae who first acted out their parts in the debates and melodramas on 
my computer screen later manifested in front of me in the physical world in the form of 
real people, with faces, bodies, and voices. (Rheingold,1993) 

 
While VC is not centered around any one physical location, this constraint in the ability 

to participate physically is deeply embedded into the meaning and importance behind manifesto 
item 1. There seems to be a similar tension between the physical and the virtual that is present in 
both the WELL and VC. While the physically located conference becomes the temporal hub 
driving the VC sessions, it is the connections made possible at a distance that enable greater 
social ties from those from more diverse environments. 

 
Connections are made in the VC video chats themselves but also in extensive 

communications that take place before and after the conference on social media. In the ways that 
social media make "new forms of sociality possible" (Rheingold 2012, p. 251), VC has done so 
for conferences by creating a presence on social media around the planned conversations as well 
as opening new lines of communication. Additionally, Rheingold stated that “networks that 
enable many-to-many communication grow in value more rapidly than broadcast networks" 
(2012, p. 251). This may explain why VC is more popular than livestreamed events. 

 
The sentiment of manifesto item 1 is profoundly aware of the power dynamics that come 

with the work of VC. VC’s approach to dealing with this power dynamic corresponds to the 
connected learning values as defined by Ito et al. (2013) of equity, full participation and social 
connection which provides insight into contexts for connecting learning, specifically peer 
supported, interest powered, academically oriented. As one survey respondent wrote: 

 
The ability to connect with people at events I can't physically attend is very beneficial. If 
I'm joining a hangout then I have the ability to also meet and network with other 
attendees from the field, which makes it possible to grow my PLN [personal learning 
network] in different directions. The possibility of virtually meeting presenters  and 
asking them questions also makes me feel like I'm not missing out on the whole 
experience if I'm joining the event only virtually. 

 
Virtual attendance at academic conferences often comes with a lower expectation of 

possibilities around participation and collaboration. VC’s manifesto item 1 intends to challenge 
this notion through community building around shared conversations. 

 
Manifesto Item 2: Inclusivity 

While our aim is to be inclusive, we recognize that inclusion is elusive. When others 
point out to us ways to be more inclusive we try them. We are trying to both support the 
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development of social capital for people who cannot attend conferences, and to 
generously do so as widely as we are able. We try to welcome and create space for new 
people to participate. The way we have expanded means many who were participants are 
now part of the team and this creates more space for new participants as we widen our 
circle. 

 
Manifesto item 2 highlights an association with the Connectivist principle, as outlined by 

Siemens (2004), which posited that “learning and knowledge rest in diverse opinions”. VC 
supports this principle of Connectivism by enabling voices that would not otherwise be present at 
the conference to have an influence and to enable learning between those that are at the 
conference and those that are not. By allowing these other voices access to the conference 
conversation, we connect people from various backgrounds and create a diverse and inclusive 
experience. When asked what are the best things VC offers, one anonymous participant from our 
2016 survey said that VC is “a way to connect people like never before. Making conferences 
more inclusive”. Other participants said things like “accessibility and extending conversations”, 
“access to conference I cannot travel to and access to speakers”, and “access to conversations 
without geographical limitations”. Beyond the survey, several graduate students wrote about 
their experiences with VC. For example, participant Lisa Hammershaimb wrote: 

 
As someone with very limited income, being part of Virtually Connecting has given me 
access to events that I otherwise would have no chance to attend. With this access comes 
pretty amazing content but even more comes invaluable exposure to the “human creator” 
that is behind every idea. This latter element is admittedly what I love the most. Three 
years of being a doctoral student means I am getting the hang of how you write as an 
academic, engage with ideas, etc. but…I’m still super curious as to how one actually lives 
as an academic. 

 
Suzan Koseoglu (2015), a PhD student at the time, wrote of her experience meeting 

Gardner Campbell at et4online: 
 

I had some questions in mind about “technology of emergence” vs “emergent 
technologies,” something Dr. C. discussed in his plenary talk “Thought Vectors in 
Concept Space” earlier in the morning the same day and couldn’t wait to talk to Dr. C 
about them. But at the same time I felt a bit shy and uneasy about being present “out in 
the open.” But I joined the hangout, asked my questions to Dr. C… and it was great. I just 
can’t describe the experience here. My experience in Turkish schools taught me to follow 
hierarchy and build it, even if doesn’t impose any structures on me. But here I was 
talking to somebody influential in the field, asking some basic questions and getting 
answers. 

 
In addition, one conference organizer says “VC provides the space for new connections 

to happen that might have otherwise not happened. As a conference organizer, VC also provides 
an excellent platform to further the reach and impact of the conference by promoting the 
conference/event to a different community and network who may not have been aware of the 
conference/event.” Another anonymous respondent said: 
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What I love about VC is the way that it creates opportunities for connection and thrives 
on a connecting culture. VC uses technology to break down barriers that keep people 
from making those connections because of time, distance, money, etc. but sometimes the 
barriers are not with the technology or with some resource. Sometimes the barrier is 
within ourselves - just not feeling socially confident or having a low tech efficacy can be 
a huge barrier. I find many initiatives will not feel a responsibility to breaking these 
barriers down (especially social anxieties) but it seems like VC really cares about these 
things. The community works with one another to encourage new people. 

 
However, we recognize that inclusion is elusive. As Cormier (2015) highlighted, “Every 

‘we’ makes a ‘them’”. As a result, any community is likely to make a few people feel excluded. 
Manifesto item 2 was created in response to some criticism that we received early on stating that 
VC felt like an “exclusive club” to some. An important reason for our 2016 survey was to 
explore how we could improve and expand VC. We got interesting results on Q7v of the survey 
when we asked participants whether they agreed with the statement that “VC feels like an 
exclusive club”. Figure 2 shows that while the majority, 70% (n=39), disagreed or strongly 
disagreed that there were 7% (n=4) who agreed, while 20% (n=11) felt unsure about  this 
question. Responses like these help us to reflect on ways to become more inclusive and open to 
those who do not know us. One general guideline offered by a survey respondent was “Pay 
attention and actively welcome diverse voices and people”. Our process for inviting onsite and 
virtual guests (outlined below) attempts to be inclusive, but we recognize that it many ways it is 
not. 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Q7v “VC feels like an exclusive club” results 

 
Question Q7 allowed for comments; qualitative responses allowed us to understand at a 

deeper level those that responded to this survey question. One survey respondent, Joe Murphy 
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(personal communication, 2016), explained his ‘unsure’ response as follows: “I think VC 
definitely feels like a club. I think it's a pretty inclusive club - but I can see why some people 
might just see the ‘club’ aspect of it and be too shy to find out how nice the people in it are.” 

 
Side note: how does VC attempt to be inclusive? 

VC is about trying to invite conference participants onsite and those virtually interested 
in the conversations. 

 
Invitations to onsite guests 
These are not usually organized in a particular way and can go any of the following ways 

● VC members pick people they wish to meet onsite or virtually and invite them ahead of 
time (sometimes days or weeks in advance) on Twitter or by email to give us a time they 
can  meet.  If  they are unfamiliar  with  VC,  we  share  Hogue and  Bali  (2015)  which 
described VC and has one sample session embedded: 

● VC members put out an open call on Twitter before the conference “anyone going to 
conference X and wants to VC?” (this occasionally works; at dlrn15 we had a signup 
form for onsite as well as virtual participation but also invited specific people) 

● Conference organizers recommend particular people to meet and help set up meetings 
● A VC member systematically goes through participant/presenter list at an event and looks 

for people who haven't VCed before or who have interesting sessions 
● During the event, onsite buddies can spontaneously invite someone new to a session (just 

before it starts or during if the person is interested as long as they understand it is 
livestreamed and recorded) 

● Any combination of the above 
 

The biggest barrier to onsite participants joining is not knowing what VC is. We try to 
remedy that by presenting a session about VC in some way at many events we attend, including a 
format called fishbowl where others can watch a session in progress, without having to be part of 
it – all because we recognize some people may not feel comfortable on camera or not wish to 
take time away from the conference. We respect people's wishes not to participate, but at the 
same time we try to welcome new people. Some onsite guests have been on VC multiple times 
because they enjoy it and virtual participants continue wanting to meet them even though it is 
often a different crowd of virtual participants each time. 

 
Invitations to Participate Virtually 

Usually, anyone who wishes to register virtually can either leave a comment on the 
blogpost announcing the schedule of VC at the event or tweet @vconnecting and ask to register. 
If someone interacts with a tweet about the event (favorite or retweet), we reach out to them and 
ask if they would like to join a session. When VC started and was less known, virtual 
participants were friends or acquaintances of buddies. Now it is highly likely for a session to 
have people who don't know each other at all. Google Hangouts as a tool has a limit of 10 people 
per session. We feel this is a reasonable number conducive to conversation; any bigger would be 
difficult, especially given that onsite participants can be two or more. When we receive more 
requests than we can accommodate, we place people on waiting lists and allow them to join if 
someone cancels. Usually people who are members of the VC team step down to make space for 
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new participants. We recognize that access to all of this (a VC experience) is contingent upon a 
multitude of factors: virtual participants having good enough internet infrastructure, technical 
skills and literacies, English language fluency, and personalities willing to be livestreamed and 
recorded. 

In looking at the principle of inclusivity, we asked the survey question “Q8: How can VC 
expand access”. The top three responses were (1) 75.9% (n=41) more conferences in other 
countries, (2) more edtech conferences 53.7% (n=29), and (3) more conferences in other fields 
53.7% (n=29). At the time we wrote this article, VC had participated in conferences in the 
following countries: US, UK (England and Scotland), Canada, Belgium, Egypt, Italy, and 
Australia. We had only conducted one event outside of the ed tech field: an ePatients conference 
in the UK. Important caveats here are that expanding to fields beyond ed tech entail working 
with participants who possibly would be less tech-savvy. In the case of ePatients, the event was 
recorded but not livestreamed publicly to maintain privacy; participant consent was obtained 
after the fact to make the recording public. 

Manifesto Item 3: Participatory Experience 
Our focus is on conversation not content; we aim to create a participatory experience. 
Our goal is to go beyond the production of consumable media and provide an avenue for 
virtual and onsite people to converse directly with one another during the buzz and 
excitement of the conference. Many (though not all) of our conversations are live 
streamed and recorded for those looking to get a taste of the conversation who could not 
participate for whatever reason. While we appreciate conferences that stream 
sessions/keynotes and individuals that use live-stream apps and software (with 
permission) to capture these events, this is not our mission or focus. 

Participatory values behind Connectivism, connected learning, and online communities 
revolve around connecting ideas and people through conversation between people and a de- 
centering of content. This is explicit in Cormier’s (2008) work regarding rhizomatic learning, 
where the community is the curriculum. In Connectivism, the potential to make connections is 
essential for learning. Intersections with the theory of Connectivism to the participatory 
experience item inside the VC manifesto can especially be seen specifically in the following 
principles of the theory as stated by Siemens (2004): “nurturing and maintaining connections is 
needed to facilitate continuous learning; learning is a process of connecting specialized nodes or 
information sources”. In Q7iv, we heard from participants that VC helped expand their personal 
learning network (PLN)--91% (n=51) of respondents, even though many of them were already 
people well-connected in the field of educational technology in which we operate. According to 
survey respondent Martin Weller, VC succeeds in “promoting the status of virtual participation, 
offering discussion outside the conference which is as valuable as that in the situation, being 
lovely and friendly (sounds like a trite comment, but actually is key!).” 

According to respondents of Q4, several of the best things VC offers are coupled with 
participatory experience including: “opportunities for networking and relationship building”, 
“connecting to discuss together”, and “the ability to learn about other communities around the 
world who are engaged in teaching and learning”. One onsite participant responded: 
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In addition to providing a forum for participation for virtual conference attendees, the 
option to join as a guest almost exceeds the on-site conference experience. Specifically, it 
has not been my experience to have allocated time to follow up with a keynote speaker, 
for example, to ask questions in a way that feels both intimate and engaging. 

 
Another commented about a “sense of connection with the 'buzz' of a conference.” This 

respondent stated: 
 

Some of the most valuable parts of a conference are the chats outside of sessions - 
conversations sparking off one another. VC gives this opportunity to virtual participants 
as well as enriching the experience for onsite participants who join in the conversations. 

 
Enriching participatory learning experiences through engaging conversation is noted in 

several of the survey responses to Q4. One respondent stated that VC “establishes a friendly and 
warm tone at scholarly events and conferences”, “allows less known people opportunities to chat 
with keynote speakers”, “allows friends to connect during the buzz of conferences even when 
they can’t be there”, and “allows people onsite to spend time having substantive conversations”. 
Note how the last comment emphasized how VC enriches the onsite experience itself. 
Participatory culture is essential in Rheingold’s (2012) analysis of online communities as 
evidenced by his statement that "Casual conversation builds trust and enables more instrumental 
collaboration in all forms of networked collaboration" (p. 250) and again when he wrote 
"…small talk nourishes trust. Trust lubricates transaction" (p. 251). 

 
In her (2015) blogpost, Suzan Koseoglu said: 

 
Why would I go to a conference only to present a PowerPoint and listen to other PPTs? 
Why would I go to a conference if nobody is going to ask me any questions about my 
work, question it, and make suggestions to look at it from a different perspective? I’ve 
been to conferences where I almost begged for a discussion (in whispers). One time a 
friend commented that I liked asking questions (after listening to presentations). Here is 
my response after almost 3 years: How can you sit down for 20 to 30 min. listening to 
somebody talk about something and not have a single question! Is that even possible? 

 
In the early days of VC, Michael Berman (then a supporter, now an advisory buddy) 

blogged about how VC virtualize the “Right part of the conference”: 
 

[The] chance to ask a few questions and see the response is just marvelous. It’s deeper 
and richer and more personal, and the slightly underground feeling adds an authenticity 
and appeal that draws you in. This is worth so much more than high def video with 
perfect lighting. People can speak naturally, and it’s more like the karaoke bar than the 
Halo room. 

 
Manifesto Item 4: Volunteerism 

We are a team of volunteers. Everyone who is an onsite, virtual or blogging buddy is a 
volunteer. Volunteers are welcome to join us for a minute, a hangout, a conference, or 
become team members. We welcome new volunteers – join us here. We are committed to 
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reducing the stress and effort of buddies, so we have started to encourage teams of onsite 
buddies to support each other and teams of virtual buddies to handle different logistics 
such as email, g+ and twitter, as well as the actual hangout management. This team 
approach fosters deeper connections between those involved in running virtually 
connecting. 

 
VC aligns with Rheingold’s (2012) description of a new social organization as having a 

“combination of free expression, lack of central control, many-to-many communication access, 
and volunteer effort” (p. 114). VC is an evolving connected learning experience with loosely 
connected nodes from those that simply watch from afar, those that participate but do not 
volunteer, to our group of volunteers who we refer to as ‘buddies’. Buddies form a closer knit 
community of volunteers and identify themselves as members of VC and communicate privately 
largely through a backchannel on Slack. These volunteers can take on a variety of roles which 
may include any number of technical and affective skills. For instance, volunteers could find 
themselves hosting sessions, doing outreach using social media, or planning and logistics. One of 
the interesting aspects of VC is how by offering multiple opportunities over several different 
conferences, someone can go from engaging once or twice to becoming an active part of the 
community. As buddies become more involved, they acquire greater skills at seeing, making, and 
maintaining connections. They learn about other academics and professionals working in various 
disciplines and how they academically and socially connect with one another. On both a personal 
level and a topical level, they start to connect where they feel affiliation and affinity. We can see 
another link with Connectivism here in an alignment to the principle which calls out that the 
“ability to see connections between fields, ideas, and concepts is a core skill” (Siemens, 2004). 
VC, through our principle of volunteerism as stated in manifesto item 4, provides a platform of 
practice for people to learn how to see connections. 

 
Although the purpose of VC is to enliven the virtual conference experience, the benefits 

of the VC team approach ensure that all participants gain from the experience, as attested to by 
this respondent to the 2016 survey: “as an onsite buddy, it prompted me to talk to people I might 
not because I carried my ‘buddy’ with me.” The deepening of network connections resulted from 
the focus on volunteerism to nurture a win/win relationship among participants. 

 
Manifesto Item 5: Non-disruptive 

We do not aim to disrupt the onsite experience – we aim to only take up a few minutes of 
an onsite person’s (informal) time to offer it to those not privileged enough to attend the 
conference. This usually takes up part of one coffee break or lunch break. We do not 
intrude on social events (like receptions or dinners) unless offered to us. Joining is a 
choice, and any individual is free not to join (for whatever reason). We will never force 
an onsite or virtual person to join a hangout without their consent/willingness to do so 
and we will take steps to assure that bystanders are not caught in the video stream 
unknowingly. 

 
Our intent to enliven the virtual conference experience has been misunderstood by some 

in regards to how it affects the onsite experience. Manifesto item 5 was created in direct response 
to criticism that VC disrupts the onsite conference experience. It was created to assure that as we 
continually develop processes that are actively considerate of this concern about disruption. 
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When we developed our 2016 survey, we asked respondents to indicate their level of agreement 
with the statement “VC interrupts/disrupts face-to-face interaction” in Q7viii. No respondents 
strongly agreed with this statement, while 7.1% (n. 4) indicated that they agreed, 50% (n. 28) 
indicated that they disagreed, 26.8% (n. 15) indicated that they strongly disagreed, 12.5% (n. 7) 
indicated that they were unsure, and 3.5% (n. 2) choose N/A. 

 
In qualitative comments of the 2016 survey, members of the VC community expressed 

confusion to the disruption criticism, which is highlighted by Penny Bentley’s question: “Why 
does it interrupt when it's voluntary...nobody is forcing anyone to participate in VC?” One 
anonymous survey respondent indicated confusion highlighting that face-to-face conferences are 
inherently disruptive: 

 
I find it odd that people say that VC ‘interrupts the face-to-face conference experience in 
disruptive ways.’ F2F conferences are always interrupted and disrupted by the very 
people that are there - people always walk up and join in, or wander away, or whatever. 
Then there are the technical problems, the noise of other sessions, you name. I don't see 
how VC could be more disruptive than what already happens. I say, fully integrate VC 
into sessions. 

 
These survey responses show alignment with this manifesto item. 

 
Rather than being a disruptive presence at conferences, survey respondents see VC as a 

mutually beneficial experience. Alan Levine highlighted this when he commented: 
 

It [VC] expands the conference experience in both directions- for those not physically at 
a conference, it brings the human experience closer in a way that live streams and tweet 
alone do not. For those physically at a conference, it provides a way to reflect/share about 
the conference. On both ends it creates a space to reinforce connections with people you 
know and to expand your network to people you may not know. 

 
One digital literacy mentioned by Rheingold (2012) is focused attention. VC offers 

opportunities for virtual participants to focus their attention on a particular conversation versus 
the more chaotic Twitter stream. VC creates opportunities for onsite participants to spend some 
time conversing in-depth. If one thinks of a conference hallway as a third space/place, i.e. neither 
a fully social nor fully formal workspace, but somewhere in between, then VC becomes that 
hybrid third place. For some people, having a café in the middle of your workplace is 
inconvenient and unsuitable to a formal space; for others, as indicated by the majority of survey 
respondents, the hybrid third space is a welcoming environment for conversations that are neither 
too formal nor completely social. We recognize that those surveyed have participated in VC 
experiences in some capacity. It is possible that there are others who choose not to participate 
and find VC disruptive to onsite conference experiences. Efforts to avoid disrupting the onsite 
experience include seeking out quiet locations so others attending the conference event do not 
find themselves inadvertently on camera or recorded. While this helps us have a quiet hangout 
and disrupt the event less, those closed rooms make the meeting less hospitable to "drop ins". 
When we hold hangouts in hallways, we try to ensure there is a wall behind us so that no one 
passes by and gets recorded unintentionally. A pleasant side effect of being out in the hallway, 
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however, is that others can observe from afar and sometimes ask to join the conversation. So, in 
a sense, trying too hard to avoid disrupting an event could result in our "informal" space 
appearing more formal and less welcoming to new ideas or participants. This becomes a 
decisional balance for VC volunteers relevant to manifesto item 2. 

 
Manifesto Item 6: Free Agency 

We consider ourselves to be free agents – While we welcome conference partnership 
(e.g. conferences organizers that mention us in sessions, give us space onsite with good 
wifi or space on their website or blog, or offer us free/reduced registration) we think of 
ourselves as guerilla connectors and we feel we are free to meet individuals at 
conferences without needing organizer permission. 

 
From its roots, VC was an agreement between colleague-friends and has always been 

driven by the idea of colleagues that wanted to engage in learning conversations with each other 
despite distance. The conference provides an event in which to bring colleagues together. 
However, the conference organizers would never feel the need to give permission for colleagues 
to meet and debrief sessions in the hallway. VC does not see the need to obtain permission to use 
technology to facilitate a conversation outside of scheduled sessions between those that are 
separated physically at the conference. This is actually very similar to a lot of Connectivist 
MOOCs that tend to be individual volunteer efforts rather than formal, compensated, institutional 
projects. Also similar to Rheingold’s (1993; 2012) literacy of participation culture - VC is made 
possible by the active participation of volunteers and not conference organizer planning. 

 
This manifesto item of free agency can be tied back to the principle of knowledge 

capacity from the theory of Connectivism. This principle, stating that the “capacity to know more 
is more critical than what is currently known” (Siemens, 2004), highlights the importance of the 
ability to engage in a continual search for greater knowledge. While knowledge is advanced 
through research, it is also advanced through shared narrative driven forward by conversation. 
Engagement between those that would not otherwise be able to share knowledge at academic 
conferences due to disturbances should not be hampered, especially in public spaces. As a 
distributed, diverse, and connected group of free agents, our capacity for new knowledge as a 
networked whole is increased. 

 
The manifesto item on free agency will be of particular note as VC continues to grow. It 

will be an important piece in regards to planning how we interact with conference organizers. In 
the 2016 survey, respondents were mixed in their reactions to how VC should partner with 
conference organizers. Jamison Miller indicated he would like VC to become a more formal part 
of conferences rather than an aside when he stated “I wish VC could become an active 
participant as a session (or the like) at the conferences. Right now it feels like just a few 
participants agree to an "aside" with VC, it still feels pretty apart from the rest of the goings 
ons.” Penny Bentley explicitly said she does not want VC to “lose its grassroots feel.” One 
anonymous participant felt the best thing about VC was the “opportunities to pierce the exclusive 
nature of expensive, distant conferences.” It is possible that some conference organizers would 
prefer to maintain some amount of exclusivity around their events, and VC will need to be 
guided by this manifesto item as we grow with the community. 
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Manifesto Item 7: Criticism 

We are open to constructive criticism and suggestions for improvement. Constructive 
criticisms of this manifesto; our values, motives, and goals as well as of our onsite and 
virtual practices are welcomed. We are looking to continually improve. We ask that these 
are worded in ways that would not be conceived as personal attacks. 

 
The 7th VC manifesto item concerning criticism can be found deeply embedded in our 

decision-making processes and can even be evidenced by this very manifesto. We use criticism 
to grow in an environment that is ever-changing. Siemens (2004) principle of Connectivism 
which stated: 

 
Decision-making is itself a learning process. Choosing what to learn and the meaning of 
incoming information is seen through the lens of a shifting reality. While there is a right 
answer now, it may be wrong tomorrow due to alterations in the information climate 
affecting the decision. 

 
The above highlights the importance of this item. VC recognizes that our movement is an 

emergent one. Our plan for improvement is to focus on receiving feedback from those that are 
involved in, as well as from those that are observing, our practices and to reflect upon and 
change based on an iterative process. Several items in our manifesto were created as a result of 
our response to criticism. This is evidenced specifically inside of manifesto items 2, 5, and 6. 

 
VC’s approach to criticism requires that the VC Manifesto itself continues as a fluid 

document that can address the ever-changing nature of the emerging movement. VC itself, as a 
connected learning movement, is a ‘non-human’ entity that itself can be said to learn - adapting 
to changes in its operating environment. Here we associate with Siemens (2004) principle of 
Connectivist learning theory stating that “Learning may reside in non-human appliances.” By 
using the manifesto as a guiding document for decision making, we follow the ethos as defined 
by the community; by allowing for revisions to the document, we allow ourselves to grow with 
our environment. 

 
Manifesto Item 8: Imperfection 

We aim to have fun and embrace spontaneity and imperfection We recognize this kind 
of thing isn’t fun or accessible for everyone. 

 
Our final manifesto item highlights spontaneity and imperfection in order to help 

demonstrate the ‘normalness’ of the conversation. Our goal is not to replicate polished 
presentations but rather to provide a venue for the learning that occurs through informal 
conversations. As a result, we value currency of knowledge over a polished delayed experience. 
This item aligns with Siemens (2004) theory of Connectivism in the principle that states, 
“Currency (accurate, up-to-date knowledge) is the intent of all Connectivist learning activities”. 
By privileging immediacy over cultivated media production values, we aim to facilitate authentic 
conversational experiences. This was noticed and well-received by respondents to our 2016 
survey. One anonymous survey-taker, when asked about the best thing about VC, stated 
“Spontaneity - I was at OLC15 and had the opportunity to join briefly in a Hangout. Loved the 
spontaneous  ability  to  connect.”  In  Q5  when  asked  what  VC  should  continue  doing,  an 
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anonymous respondent stated “continue inviting people; allowing spontaneous drop-ins. The 
planning ahead is great, but spontaneity rocks.” Alan Levine expressed “Keep it low key and 
spontaneous, most of the sessions I remember best were ones that were not overly 
choreographed.” 

 
Overall Impressions of VC 

We have just reviewed how responses from the VC community in our 2016 survey 
aligned with our manifesto items. Finally, we will report on the overall impressions of VC from 
the survey. Q3 asked respondents “How has your overall experience with VC been?” Answers to 
Q3 are charted in Figure 3 and show that the majority of respondents had a mostly positive 
experience with VC at 84% (n.47), with 11% (n. 6) having mixed experiences of some good 
hangouts and some less-than-good ones, and only 8% (n. 3) having had lukewarm experiences. 
None of the respondents had mostly negative experiences with VC. We recognize that those who 
have had mostly negative experiences are less likely to have completed the survey. 

 

 
Figure 3. Q3: How has your overall experience with VC been? 

 
Conclusion 

In the earlier sections of this discussion, we linked responses to the 2016 VC survey to 
each of the eight items from the VC manifesto and made further ties to connected/networked 
learning theories and theories around online communities. Hence, one could say that VC is a 
living enactment of Connectivist/connected learning theory applied to hybrid conferencing in 
community instead of online learning. 
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We explored the VC Manifesto as presented at the dLRN 2015 conference and how it 
intersects with the theories of Connectivism, connected learning, and the practice of online 
communities as defined by Rheingold. We have also shown that, according to survey results, VC 
is in alignment with this manifesto. As noted, VC’s manifesto is a living document that will 
change along with the changing nature of the movement. In 2016, VC formed a board of 
Advisory Buddies who will help to guide these changes to the manifesto. As stated by Reigeluth 
(2008) “For a system to be healthy, it must co-evolve with its environment: it changes in 
response to changes in its environment, and its environment changes in response to its changes”. 
We have begun, in small ways, to see some of those changes in the environment that VC 
functions in - the online conference experience. By creating a richer online experience for virtual 
participants, VC has begun to help conference organizers recognize the value in online 
participation. Many are now embracing our ethos as articulated in our manifesto and partnering 
directly with us to create an embedded experience. 
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